OPEN PLAN SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY LAYOUT AND FUNCTION.

### Ambition (Pages 4-13)
- Freestanding Power/Data Beam
- Fixed Height or Height-Adjustable Applications
- Workstation Depth: 24", 30"
- Workstation Width: 48", 60", 72"
- Maximum Screen Height, from Floor: 45"H
- Power/Data Access Location: Above or Below worksurface
- Up to 36 foot spans with numerous beam support options
- Acoustic 2- and 3-sided screens and sliding top tables available

### XTB4 (Pages 14-19)
- Electric Height-Adjustable Linked Bench
- Sit/Stand or ANSI/BIFMA Adjustment Range
- Workstation Depths: 24", 30"
- Workstation Widths: 48", 54", 60", 72"
- Maximum Screen Height, from Floor: 43"H
- Power/Data Access Location: Below worksurface
- Includes cable managers that mount directly from worksurface to power trough
- Worksurface mounted screens and other desk accessories available

### eBench (Pages 20-25)
- Fixed Height Applications
- Workstation Height: 29"
- Workstation Depths: 24", 30"
- Workstation Widths: 48", 60", 72"
- Maximum Screen Height, from Floor: 50"H
- Power/Data Access Location: Below worksurface
- Sliding tops for easy power/data access
- End panels, CPU holders, and screen options available

### Grid (Pages 26-33)
- Fixed/Tethered or Freestanding Frames
- Fixed Height or Height-Adjustable Applications
- Workstation Depths: 18", 24", 30", 36"
- Workstation Widths: 30", 48", 60", 72", 84"
- Maximum Screen Height, from Floor: 58"H
- Power/Data Access Location: Above or Below worksurface
- Kit of parts construction, flexible for day 2 configurations
- Numerous accessory and finish options available
Enable Productivity

Designed to radically improve the office aesthetic of adjustable-height workspaces through fewer supports and cable management, the Ambition beam is the backbone that cleanly delivers power and data where it’s needed most.
Clutter-Free Design With Robust Power And Data Delivery

Ambition Beams deliver power and data to a full 12-pack with only two supports. The result? A clean, open-plan aesthetic that supports today’s workplace technology. Wires run vertically through any base, and horizontally through the beam.

**Solano T-foot**

**Sawhorse**

**Low-profile T-foot**

**Bolt-down Leg**

REACH FURTHER... 36 FEET, OR A FULL 12-PACK, TO BE EXACT.

Ambition credenzas are designed for pack-based storage, waste, and recycling. Credenzas and end panels support the Ambition Beam, and feature integrated wire management to route cables from a power source into the beam. End panels are available in laminate or acoustic PET material.
Details Matter
Ambition screens are precision cut and designed to create acoustic and visual privacy. Acoustic screens are available in 2- and 3-sided configurations, with solid or perforated designs.

Clever Storage With Sliding Tops
An integrated trough, paired with a sliding top, provides quick access to power, data, and plenty of storage. The perfect place to stash cables, supplies, and snacks. Pairs with Solano VT-Series electric height-adjustable bases.

AMBITION ACCESSORIES
ADD PERFORMANCE TO EACH WORKSTATION
Workstations That Work Harder

Maximize the efficiency of your space with single-sided Ambition beams. Use low profile beam supports to allow freestanding table bases to sit directly over the foot. Use bolt-down legs for single-rows and aisle conditions. Achieve a seamless and complete look with an in-line modesty panel to hide any below-desk clutter.

Leg space with Low Profile T-foot beam supports and nested Skinny pedestals for Ambition 60" workstation.

**Designed to Maximize Leg Space**
After nearly a decade producing market-leading linked benching, XTB4 is Enwork’s newest product platform. The 4th generation product line features refined details including integrated screen options, clutter-free wire management, and simplified part numbers to make specifying easy. Industry-leading electric bases with gyroscopic anti-collision sensor and whisper-quiet motors ensure safe and pleasant workspaces.
Healthy Movement In Any Configuration

XTB4 inspires movement and variation in user postures without adding clutter to the workspace. A variety of configurations are possible, each with beautifully integrated height-adjustable bases, clean wire management, and privacy screens. If improved employee health and organized planning are priorities, XTB4 is an ideal open plan solution.
COMPLETELY CONCEALED POWER AND DATA
eBench workstations pack style, function, and technology integration into a simple, uncluttered package. The highly tooled steel structure creates a long-lasting, robust foundation. Inset shared legs provide ample room for storage components without sacrificing knee space. End panels enhance privacy while providing options for aesthetic customization.
Precision Tooled Benching

Low profile 3/4"-thick tops slide out to allow pocket access to the included 8-wire, 4-circuit power system within the integrated cable trough. Concealed wires leave worksurfaces uncluttered and provide an overall clean aesthetic for your space.

Storage at Your Fingertips

3/4" Surfaces appear to float over the robust leg structure.
Complements Any Interior Design Theme

The sliding top and integrated cable trough features are also standard in single-sided applications. With straight legs and privacy/modesty screens, eBench provides the perfect solution for aisle conditions.

Amp up your workstation power with in-surface convenience outlets, clamp-on Axil-X or below-surface mounted Satellite power/data units.

PAIRS WELL WITH MODERN DAY ARCHITECTURAL TRENDS
Reconfigurable And Expandable

Grid environments are scalable, reconfigurable and affordable. They have the planning familiarity of a panel system with more options than typical benching products. Choose in-line, 90, or 120 planning with above or below worksurface power/data access. Use Grid for high density touch-down spaces, large workstations, or anything in between.
ENDLESS CONFIGURATIONS. SCALABLE DESIGN.

Enwork’s Most Flexible Open-Plan Product

Grid is designed to accommodate any workspace need. Multiple screen heights and layouts are achievable. Grid is easily reconfigurable when layouts change.
Equal Parts Design And Engineering

Grid’s kit of parts provides Day 2 flexibility for what is required today or tomorrow. Above or below worksurface, power/data access for each user is integrated through the modular Grid Frame. Choose between Mini, Standard, and Mega frame heights depending on your aesthetic and data cabling requirements.
Powered Up Workstations

The factory installed power system and lay-in cabling reduce installation time. Each workstation receives two duplex receptacles and two data ports.
**Industryleading adjustability. Compelling price points and incredible quality.**

**Solano VT2 Electric - Sit/Stand**
1-Stage (2-tube)
Load Capacity: 220 lbs (2-Leg) 240 lbs (3-Leg)
(Capacity is incremental of worksurface)
Supports Top Depths: 24”, 30”
2-Leg Base Supports Top Widths: 48” to 72”
Individual Bosch® motor per leg, standby energy: 0.11 W

**Solano VT2 Electric - Extended Range**
2-Stage (3-tube)
Load Capacity: 220 lbs (2-Leg) 240 lbs (3-Leg)
(Capacity is incremental of worksurface)
Supports Top Depths: 24”, 30”
2-Leg Base Supports Top Widths: 48” to 72”
3-Leg Base Supports Top Widths: 36” to 72”
Individual Bosch® motor per leg, standby energy: 0.11 W

**Solano VT Series Electric**
2-Stage (3-tube)
Load Capacity: 230 lbs (2-Leg) 240 lbs (3-Leg)
(Capacity is incremental of worksurface)
Supports Top Depths: 24”, 30”
2-Leg Base Supports Top Widths: 48” to 72”
With optional cross bar kit: 84” to 96”
3-Leg Base Supports Top Widths: 60” to 78”
Stainless-steel bushings match paint color
No visible exterior fasteners

**Solano Fast Crank**
1-Stage (2-tube)
Load Capacity: 110 lbs (moving) 210 lbs (static)
(Capacity is incremental of worksurface)
Supports Top Depths: 24”, 30”
Supports Top Widths: 48” to 72”

**Height-adjustment**
Adjusts via manual crank at a rate of 2 turns per inch

**Height-adjustment**
Adjusts via Bosch® electric motor in each leg, at a rate of 1.4” per sec.

**Controller**
Standard with up-down controller. Optional programmable controller available.

**Controller**
Standard with programmable controller with 3 preset buttons and Logic Data range limiting capability

**Caster Kit for 2-Leg Base**
Changes height range by adding 1.5” to both high and low ends of the range

**Caster Kit for 2-Leg Base**
Changes height range by adding 1.5” to both high and low ends of the range

**Paint**
Trim ring is always black

**Paint**
Trim ring matches paint color

**Other options**
Caster Kit for 2-Leg Base
Changes height range by adding 1.5” to both high and low ends of the range

**Other options**
Caster Kit for 2-Leg Base
Changes height range by adding 1.5” to both high and low ends of the range

**Other options**
Caster Kit for 2-Leg Base
Changes height range by adding 1.5” to both high and low ends of the range

**Crank handle**
Telescoping handle tucks beneath worksurface while inactive and pulls out toward user for easy use

**All bases ship in 48 hours.**
Storage For Archival And Day-To-Day Needs

Shared designs and material palettes make Universal storage products a perfect fit for all Enwork open plan products.
PRIVACY SCREENS & EDGE PROFILES

Clamp Modesty Screen

All-in-One Privacy/Modesty Screen w/ Tackboard

Side-to-Side Clamp Screen

Pacman Screen

LAMINATES

*There is an upcharge for Crisp Linen on credenzas, lecterns, command centers, and some bases as noted in the Price List.

Black
Bleached Legno
Designer White
Ebony Recon
Fashion Grey
Field Elm
Frosty White
Grey Elm
Kensington Maple
Neutral Twill
Pinnacle Walnut
Portico Teak
River Cherry
Select Cherry
Slate Grey
*Crisp Linen

VENEER

* Stained similar to laminate indicated. Due to the natural properties of material used, actual product color may vary significantly from image shown.

Maple
*Kensington Maple
Walnut
*Ebony Recon
*Pinnacle Walnut
Walnut Clear Coat
Rift Cut Oak
Clear Coat
Cherry
*Select Cherry

PAINT

Arctic White (textured)
Black
Medium Tone
Silver
Storm

NOTE: Actual colors may vary from displayed images. Please reference a laminate color chip or contact Customer Service for an actual color sample to ensure a proper color match. Not all finishes available on all products. Refer to the appropriate Price List for details.
Always Innovating

Enwork pairs well with organizations who want workspaces that not only meet their needs for agility and productivity but also reflect their innovative values and culture.

We stay ahead of trends by anticipating how to best optimize spaces and design with creative forethought for future adaptation.

Our products are developed with our client's in mind, our ordering process is straightforward, and our people are here to help you every step of the way. We partner with the best sales representatives in the business, and our industry-leading design team is happy to consult or start a specification for you. Feed your innovation. Reach out and connect with our team.